New stability criteria are developed for steady state evolution of reaction-diffusion far from equilibrium. The derivation is based on the lagrangian equations of irreversible thermodynamics.
Introduction
A new variational approach to irreversible thermodynamics has been developed leading to lagrangian equations of evolution. The essential results have been presented recently in the form of a short monograph [l] . Its foundation rests on a fundamental principle of virtual dissipation. Our purpose here is to derive new stability criteria for a steady state evolution based on lagrangian equations in the context of general reaction-diffusion.
As a preliminary, the concepts of local energy and entropy per unit volume under irreversible evolution are given a precise definition and a new expression is also developed for the affinity which embodies chemical kinetics. A special derivation of the variational and the lagrangian equations is presented in the particular context of reaction-diffusion as well as a general expression for thermomolecular dissipation which is invariant under translation.
A new stability criterion is obtained which does not require "local equilibrium"
and distinguishes between oscillatory and non-oscillatory stability. The lagrangian equations also lead directly to a stability criterion analogous to that proposed by Glansdorff and Prigogine [2] providing at the same time a precise definition of an associated condition of " local equilibrium".
Outline of a new thermochemistry
We shall briefly recall the new viewpoints and results introduced earlier in the analysis of open chemically reacting systems, and based on concepts which differ fundamentally from standard procedures [ 11.
Consider a rigid cell C, containing a homogeneous mixture of pure substances k in equilibrium at a given temperature.
It is subject to a transformation which brings it to a certain temperature T while masses Mk are added to it from outside. At the same time masses vkt are also added to it by a chemical reaction of coordinate E. We have shown that the same transformation may be obtained reversibly by a process called thermobaric transfer.
We refer to C, as the primary cell and adjoin to it large rigid supply cells Ck each containing the substance k at the same pressure and temperature poTo. We also adjoin a chemical supply cell C,, containing the reactants in chemical equilibrium along with a thermal well TW which is a large rigid reservoir at constant temperature To. The system C, + C,, + CkCk + TW is called a hypersystem.
In order to illustrate the process of thermobaric transfer we extract a mass dMk from the supply cell, bring it reversibly to a state of equilibrium with the primary cell at the pressure pk and temperature T and inject it isothermally and reversibly into it through a semipermeable membrane. with Z, = pkT / ( dp;/p; + T'dS,).
PJO (2.2)
We have called Z, the injection enthalpy and pk the injection pressure and denote by pi, pi, T' and Sk the pressure, density, temperature, and specific entropy of dMk along the path of integration, respectively. The term hiTdMk represents the heat to be added to C, in order to maintain a constant temperature during injection. We may also consider a reaction d.$ to occur in the chemical cell C,, at constant temperature Teq which is maintained by injecting into it an amount of heat z?dE.
The masses vkd[ produced are extracted from C,, and injected by thermobaric transfer into C,. Finally the temperature of C, is increased by an amount dT.
Thus we end up with a system whose final state is the same as if masses dMk had been transferred into the primary cell while a chemical reaction d[ takes place in it with an increase of temperature dT.
The increase of energy of the system C, + C,, + CkCk in this combined process is (2.12) We denote by TM/ and H, the time integrals of q.n;r," and Eii with zero initial value and call them respectively energy, mass and heat fluence. They satisfy the relations
Underlying this approach is the assumption that the domain may be divided into elements which are sufficiently small to be treated as infinitesimal while their actual size remains above a resolution threshold for which T, Mk and 5 retain their physical significance as defined above with reference to a unit volume. The local values of Gk and A, are intensive variables functions of the temperature T and
where xi is the Cartesian coordinate. We now introduce arbitrary variations. Replacing differentials by variations in eq. (2.11) and solving for GYwe obtain
69= (~/T)~~+~(A,/T)~~,-~(~,/T)~M~.

P k (4.3)
We also write eq. Note that mk may represent all the masses present in the system per unit volume or only those substances which participate in convection and reaction as solutes in a rigid neutral support.
Substitution
of these values into (4.3) yields an expression of the form 69= -c -hi + as*, i axi 
Entropy production and dissipation forces
In an irreversible process entropy is produced. It may be evaluated in several ways. In the present (4.8)
The value (4.6) represents the variation of entropy per unit volume. The first term is due to the entropy flow while 6s* is the variation of entropy produced per unit volume. Actually in the applications we use the virtual dissipation
The dissipative forces which generate entropy are 1 aT ---
They provide a measure of the departure of the system from reversibility and may be called disequilibrium forces. They are conjugate to the coordinates .$,, iL4: and %.
New expression of the affinity in terms of
Referring to relation (4.9), the virtual dissipa-
chemical kinetics tion for chemical reactions is
We may draw an analogy between viscous forces in mechanics and dissipative forces in irreversible thermodynamics.
For the case of chemical reactions this analogy has never been formulated in a satisfactory way. For example in a viscous fluid mixture the viscous stress In the linear case, with a dissipation function (5.7) the rate of dissipation becomes (5.11) where gch is a positive definite quadratic form in t, with coefficients functions of mk and T.
Kinetics of thermomolecular diffusion and invariance under translation
According to (4.9) the virtual dissipation due to thermomolecular diffusion may be written The functions 9%'" and 5%': embody the irreversible kinetics of the thermomolecular diffusion. They are functions of the local state mk and T and the mass and energy fluxes tii'q.
In general they will be linear functions of the fluxes and obey Onsager's reciprocity principle. Hence they may be written in the form a; = a9TM/atip, a; = az2TM/a.$, (6.4)
with a thermomolecular dissipation function
It is a positive definite quadratic form in ni," and * with coefficients C'k(mk, T), CkF(mk, T) CF(mk, T) functions of mk and T.
In many cases the mixture is a fluid medium with intermolecular diffusion.
In that case the dissipation function must be invariant under a uniform translation.
A uniform increase of velocity ui adds mkui to &i,," and SUF to 4, where SC=Cmk(?k+h,kr).
(6.6) k
The quantity Ek + hi= is the energy required to inject a unit mass of substance isothermally into the mixture and h$ is the additional heat to be injected in order to maintain the temperature and pressure constant.
A dissipation function which satisfies the condition of invariance under translation is obviously of the form
67)
That this is the only form satisfying the invariance condition can be seen by adding to (6.7) the terms needed in order to obtain the most general quadratic form in ni," and $. These terms are
CAk( UF)' + ES?&@. (6.8) ik i
However, they must vanish since they are not invariant under translation. An invariant expression for gTM was also derived earlier using the entropy flux $ instead of % VI.
Principle of virtual dissipation and lagrangian equation of reaction-diffusion
For reaction-diffusion the principle of virtual dissipation developed earlier in a broader context [l] may be derived as follows. We consider a hypersystem constituted by a primary system, supply cells C,, chemical cells C,,, and a thermal well TW. The primary system is a continuous system occupying the domain D whose energy and entropy are defined by (3.1).
We consider an arbitrary irreversible evolution of the primary system determined by a time sequence of z&, M/ and 9$ By eqs. (2.12) and (4.2) this also determines the time sequence of &,, Mk and T. We freeze the system at any particular time and consider arbitrary variations St,, SMF, 8% in the vicinity of a frozen state. In this variation no heat or matter is exchanged between the hypersystern and the environment, and the variation is generated by the virtual work SW performed by external forces on the hypersystem.
The work is the purely mechanical work necessary to inject masses and heat into D as required by the values SMP and 6Hi at the boundary of a, using supply cells as a source of matter and TW as a source of heat for mechanical heat pumps.
The variational principle is obtained by writing that the variations obey a virtual conservation of energy of the hypersystem. This is written NJ + TOSS, = 6 W. (7.1) In this expression 6S, represents the increase of entropy of TW, hence MJ + TotiS, is the increase of energy of the hypersystem.
By introducing the exergy V=U-T,S (7.2) is the total virtual entropy produced in the hypersystem. Eq. (7.3) expresses the principle of virtual dissipation. It remains to show how to evaluate 6 W and 6S* for reaction-diffusion.
We write 6W as a surface integral extended to the boundary A of the domain Q with a unit normal n,. This value is
where 8 = T -To. The mass injected into L? per unit area is -Ci6Mi'kni. It is extracted from the supply cell at the pressure and temperature poTo, then heated and compressed to a suitable pressure and temperature pk and T, then injected reversibly into D at the boundary.
The purely mechanical work to accomplish this, including the use of heat pumps, per unit mass, was called thermobaric potential [l] . Its value was found to be +Lk = [;;(dp;/p; + 0'd$) = fk -T,S,.
The path of integration is arbitrary and corresponds to what we have called a thermobaric transfer.
The values of the pressure, density, specific entropy, and temperature along the path arep;, pi, S; and T' with 8' = T' -To. In (7.5) the term (-B/T)EH,n, is the work of a heat pump extracting heat from TW and injecting the heat SHini through the boundary at the temperature T= To+ 8. Substitution in (7.5) of the value (7.6) of +l~~ and the value 6Hi extracted from (4.4) yields The virtual dissipation is (7.7) TOSS* = To J ( 8s*Ch + Gs*TM)dS2, Q (7.8)
where Gs*'~ + 8s*TM is the total virtual entropy produced per unit volume. Using the values (5.9) and (6.1) and the values (6.4) for L%?,~ and .G%'r we obtain ToaS* = To (7.9)
Applying the principle of virtual dissipation (7.3) we may derive the evolution of a reaction-diffusion field in terms of generalized coordinates by proceeding as follows. The reaction-diffusion field is given by the vector fields T and MF and the scalar fields 5,. They may be expressed in the form q = cz&, M; = &4;.qi, 
New stability criteria of evolution
Consider a system where the values $k and the temperature T are time independent at the boundary. A possible evolution of the system is a steady state where the temperature T and the masses mk per unit volume are also time independent along with the time derivatives*, %fF and &, throughout the system.
The question is to evaluate the stability of such a steady state far from equilibrium.
The lagrangian equations (7.14) provide a completely general tool for such a stability analysis. The steady state field may be represented by putting in expressions (7.10) where the steady state corresponds to the value q1 = at proportional to the time t. A perturbed field is represented in terms of small perturbations Aq, by putting qi="t, qz=k, qs=Aqs,.-.+I,,=&,,.
If the values of the temperature and & remain unperturbed at the boundary, Qi remains unperturbed.
In that case the lagrangian eqations The coefficients (8.4) are evaluated for unperturbed values (8.1) of q, and it is easily seen that they are constants for a steady state.
The stability analysis of the steady state reaction-diffusion in the general case is thus reduced to solving a system of homogeneous differential equations with constant coefficients. The system will be stable if all characteristic roots have negative real parts.
There is, however, a particular case where it is possible to take advantage of the thermodynamic properties to derive a direct stability criterion. Let us assume that the affinities are linear functions of the reaction rates, i.e.
Since the thermomolecular dissipative forces (6.4) are linear functions of the rates k$ and ni,", the total dissipative generalized forces Ri are also linear functions of Qi. Hence we may write In addition we shall also assume that .%'p is expressed by (5.8). Due to expressions (6.4) for 9: and giF this implies r,, = ran. 
